RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN KOSOVO AND ALBANIA DURING 1974, BASED ON A SECRET REPORT PROGRAM OF MR. UKSHIN HOTI

The draft report program titled: Relationships between S.F.R of Yugoslavia and P.R of Albania – the position of Kosovo and its tasks”, was drafted in mid 70s of last century by Mr. Ukshin Hoti. He was a well-known pathologist and activist from Kosovo who already is enlisted as missing person from the last Kosovo war. As one of most prominent members of Provincial Secretariat for International Relations in Prishtina, during mid 70’s he and his staff drafted this report among other valuable works, which dates 20th of November 1974. This draft was sent at that time to Autonomous Provincial Socialist Council of Kosovo.

This paper work, containing many pages holding the sign “Top secret” is the object of discussion on this study. In this regard the paper work represents the vision of Mr. Hoti and his staff related to Relationship between S.F.R of Yugoslavia and P.R of Albania, highlighting particularly the position of Kosovo on those relations. As we know, Kosovo was then integrated part of Yugoslavia. Mr. Hoti and his staff in this report come to the conclusion that relationships between two countries must concentrate on fields of economy, culture and education. Before these relationships became official, firstly they should be discussed inside the country and whatever agreed should passed on to higher levels, according to the authors of the draft report.